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We report an experimental determination of the phase boundary approahing the quantum ritial
point separating a quantum paramagneti state and the proposed spin Bose-Einstein ondensate of
triplons in the spin gap ompound BaCuSi2O6. The ordering temperature is related to the proximity
to a quantum ritial point at the lower ritial magneti eld H
1
= 23.52±0.03 T by a power law
parameterized by ritial exponent ν. We obtain an experimental estimate of ν = 0.63± 0.03 down
to a temperature of 0.61K, whih is in good agreement with the mean eld predition of ν = 2
3
for
the Bose-Einstein ondensation universality lass.
Several spin gap ompounds, inluding
BaCuSi2O6[1,2℄, TlCuCl3[3-7℄ and Sr2Cu(BO3)2[8℄,
have a singlet ground state in zero magneti eld with
a gap to the lowest exited triplet state. The spin gap
an be losed by an applied magneti eld, suh that
a quantum ritial point (QCP) at a magneti eld
H
1
separates the quantum paramagneti state from a
state haraterized by long range magneti order. The
order parameter for this transition is 〈b†〉, the reation
operator for a triplet state. In the absene of U(1)
symmetry-breaking anisotropy, the transition from the
quantum paramagneti state (〈b†〉 = 0) to an ordered
state with broken U(1) symmetry (〈b†〉 ∝ Mx
st
+ iMy
st
where Mx
st
and M
y
st
are the x and y omponents of the
staggered magnetization in the plane perpendiular to
the applied eld) may be interpreted as a Bose Einstein
ondensation (BEC) of triplons [9℄. The magneti eld
funtions as a hemial potential, thereby providing a
onvenient means to tune a BEC to ritiality at the
QCP.
The spin gap system BaCuSi2O6 is unique beause it
provides experimental aess to a quantum phase transi-
tion of this nature in a spin lattie that an be desribed
by a U(1) rotationally symmetri spin Hamiltonian [1℄. A
quantum phase transition that belongs to the same uni-
versality lass is observed in superuid
4
He[10-12℄, but
with a phase diagram that is omparatively inaessible
for experimentation [13℄.
The proximity to the QCP is expeted to be related
to the ordering temperature (T

) by a power law T

∼
(H−H
1
)ν [14℄, whih an be expressed in redued form
t = f(h)× (1− h)ν (1)
where t = T
T
max
, h = Hmax−H
H
max
−H
1
(H
max
and T
max
represent the point on the phase boundary halfway be-
tween H
1
and H
2
, the eld at whih the magnetization
saturates) and f(h)h=1 is nite. The mean eld ritial
exponent ν = 2
3
is harateristi of the Bose-Einstein
ondensation universality lass, and desribes the sal-
ing behavior of a 3D dilute interating Bose gas near
the QCP. The mean eld estimate is appropriate sine
the upper ritial spae dimension of 2 (d

= 2 beause
z = 2 for this universality lass) is exeeded [9, 15-17℄.
In this paper, we present a set of experiments on
BaCuSi2O6 that examine the ritial saling of this phase
transition in the viinity of the quantum ritial point.
The experimental results are onsistent with the ν = 2
3
BEC ritial exponent, and agree with Monte Carlo sim-
ulations in the lowest experimentally aessible temper-
ature window.
BaCuSi2O6 has a well haraterized quasi 2D stru-
ture [1,2,18℄ onsisting of vertial Cu
2+
dimers arranged
on a square bilayered lattie staggered between bilay-
ers. The inter-layer, interdimer and interbilayer exhange
ouplings have been estimated from high eld magne-
tization data [1℄ to be J = 4.45meV, J ′ ≃ 0.58meV,
J” ≃ 0.116meV respetively [1,2℄. Representing eah
dimer by a pseudospin with two possible states (lowest
energy states sz = 0 singlet and sz = 1 triplet), and using
appropriate transformations [1℄, the eetive Hamilto-
nian desribes a 3D gas of hardore bosons with in-plane
nearest neighbor hopping and repulsive interations. At
low temperatures, the system undergoes a seond order
phase transition, whih has been interpreted as triplon
ondensation [1℄.
Here, magneti torque, magnetoalori eet and spe-
i heat measurements are performed to obtain points
on the phase boundary into the ordered state. Features
in these thermodynami quantities haraterise the las-
sial 3D-XY phase transition into the ordered state at
nite temperatures.
Single rystal samples of BaCuSi2O6 grown by a ux-
growth tehnique [19℄ are used for these experiments,
whereas previous measurements on this material [1,2,18℄
used single rystals grown by a oating zone tehnique.
Flux grown rystals are hosen beause of a lower impu-
2rity ontent, a learly dened Shottky anomaly in the
zero eld heat apaity, and narrower nulear magneti
resonane lines. The harateristi features of the mag-
neti ordering transition observed previously are idential
in these samples, indiating sample independene.
The spei heat of the sample is measured at 36T
in a
4
He ryostat in the hybrid magnet at Tallahassee.
The inset to gure 1a shows the harateristi lambda
anomaly observed in spei heat, indiating a seond or-
der phase transition into the ordered state. The shape is
idential to that in [1℄, whih has been t using direted-
loop Monte Carlo simulations. The ordering temperature
at 36T is plotted on the phase diagram in gure 1a.
Magneti torque measurements enable a sensitive
probe of the magneti ordering transition at low tem-
peratures. They are performed in stati magneti elds
up to 33T in a 3He refrigerator in Tallahassee. Samples
are mounted on the moving plate of a phosphor bronze
apaitane antilever, attahed to a rigid plate rotat-
able about an axis parallel to the axis of torque and per-
pendiular to the applied magneti eld. The sample is
mounted with a small angle (< 10o) between the applied
eld and the normal to the sample plane (easy axis cˆ),
suh that the applied eld exerts a torque on the rystal
due to the dierene in g-fator between the aˆ and cˆ ori-
entations with ga = 2.053± 0.007 and gc = 2.303± 0.003
[19℄. The anisotropy in g results in an anisotropy in
H
1
= ∆
gµB
(where ∆ is the spin gap)[19℄. Hene, on
entering the magnetially ordered phase with inreasing
magneti eld, the anisotropy in magnetization auses a
sudden inrease in torque, as the eld attempts to align
the cˆ axis more losely with the applied magneti eld.
Torque measurements are made during magneti eld
sweeps aross the ordering transition at dierent tem-
peratures.
The signature of the ordering transition is seen in eld
dependent torque urves in a temperature range 0.61K
- 3.3K (sample urves shown in gure 1b). The eld at
whih the phase transition ours is obtained from the
position of a sharp feature in the seond derivative of the
torque (example shown in the inset to gure 1b) [20℄. The
feature beomes weaker at higher temperatures, but an
be extrated up to T = 3.3K. Examples of the ordering
transitions thus obtained are indiated by solid symbols
on the torque urves in gure 1b. Points on the phase
diagram obtained from torque measurements are shown
as solid irles in the phase diagram plotted in gure 1a.
The magnetoalori eet desribes the temperature
hange of a magneti material assoiated with an external
magneti eld hange in an adiabati proess. An abrupt
hange in the temperature with hanging magneti eld
indiates a large eld variation of the isothermal mag-
neti entropy, and is assoiated with an ordering transi-
tion. These measurements are a good probe of ordering
transitions in a rapidly hanging magneti eld, so an be
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Figure 1: (a) Points on the phase boundary are determined
from magneti torque (solid irles), magnetoalori eet
(open irles), spei heat (solid square) measurements and
Monte Carlo simulation (+ symbols, dotted line is a guide to
the eye). The inset shows the lambda anomaly in spei heat
measured at a magneti eld of 36T. (b) Torque measured as
a funtion of rising magneti eld at sample temperatures as
indiated. The ordering transitions determined from a sharp
feature in the seond derivative (shown in the inset) are indi-
ated on eah of the torque urves. () Sample urve indiat-
ing the temperature hange due to the magnetoalori eet
measured as a funtion of up and down sweeps in a magneti
eld. The ordering transition is indiated on the urve.
used to trae the phase boundary [21℄. Magnetoalori
eet measurements are arried out in elds up to 45T
in a
4
He ryostat in the hybrid magnet in Tallahassee.
Temperature hanges are deteted during magneti eld
sweeps aross the ordering transition at dierent temper-
atures (shown in g 1b). The peak in lattie temperature
at H
1
(H
2
) in a rising (falling) eld indiates a drop in
magneti entropy with ordering. Similarly, a dip in tem-
perature in a falling (rising) eld indiates the transition
out of the ordered phase at H
1
(H
2
). The position of
the ordering transition for H < H
max
is obtained from
the onset of the peak (as dened by the maximum in
the rst derivative) in a rising eld and for H > H
max
from the onset of the dip in a falling eld. The ordering
transition thus obtained for a representative eld sweep is
3shown in gure 1b. Points on the phase diagram obtained
from magnetoalori eet measurements are shown by
open symbols in the phase diagram plotted in gure 1a.
The Monte Carlo simulations for this system are per-
formed using the direted-loop algorithm [22℄ (results are
represented by + symbols in gure 1a). Estimates of
interdimer exhange oupling are rened from [1℄, with
revised values of J ′ = 0.51meV and J” = 0.168meV yield-
ing better agreement of the Monte Carlo simulations with
experimental points on the phase diagram.
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Figure 2: (a) The irles represent estimates of
′H ′
1
obtained
from tting the lowest few experimental points on the phase
boundary in gure 1 in a window of inreasing size t
w
, to
eqn. 2 for dierent xed values of ν. The x axis t
w
labels the
highest redued temperature of the t window. The dotted
lines show the linear onvergene of
′H ′
1
values at t
w
= 0.
The triangles represent estimates of
′H ′
1
similarly obtained
from Monte Carlo simulation data for orresponding xed val-
ues of ν, and similar onvergene is observed (b) The irles
represent estimates of ν from tting the lowest few experimen-
tal points on the phase boundary in gure 1a in a window of
inreasing size t
w
, to eqn. 2 with H
1
= 23.52T determined
from gure 2a. The error bars are due to experimental uner-
tainty in determining values of H

, leading to an unertainty
in the value of H
1
. The triangles represent estimates of ν
from a similar t to Monte Carlo simulation data.
Experimental aess to the partile-hole symmetri re-
gion in BaCuSi2O6 enables us to extend the region near
the QCP in whih the power law an be t. Eqn. 1
desribes saling near H
1
while t ∝ (1 + h)ν desribes
saling near H
2
. In other words, the partile-hole sym-
metry of the system implies that t is a funtion of h2:
t = g(h2)× [(1− h)(1 + h)]ν ≡ g(h2)× (1− h2)ν (2)
where g(h2) varies more slowly than f(h) in the viinity
of the QCP.
In this set of experiments, points on the partile-hole
symmetri phase diagram rst reported in [1℄ are rened
using measurements on a ux-grown single rystal and
extended to low temperatures lose to the QCP (gure
1a). Critial saling near the QCP is desribed by eqn.
2. Importantly, we have aess to suient data points
in the low temperature region near H
1
to obtain an
estimate of the ritial saling exponent by tting a power
law dependene in that region.
The power law dependene in the quantum ritial re-
gion is extremely sensitive to both the t temperature
range, and to the estimate of H
1
[17℄. We use an em-
pirial onvergene approah to determine the best esti-
mate of H
1
. Figure 2a shows the trend in the estimate
of H
1
(denoted as
′H ′
1
) obtained by tting the low-
est few experimental points on the phase boundary in
gure 1a in a window of inreasing size t
w
to eqn. 2
(where g(h2) is assumed to be onstant to a rst approx-
imation) for dierent xed values of ν. Near the QCP,
it is empirially observed from linear extrapolation to
t
w
= 0, that estimates of ′H ′
1
beome less dependent on
ν, and onverge to a single value irrespetive of the value
of ν (gure 2a). Similar onvergene to H
1
is observed
for the Monte Carlo simulation results (gure 2a). The
onvergene is due to the fat that the QCP is at H
1
,
independent of the path along whih it is approahed
(haraterized by ν). From ′H ′
1
onvergene, we obtain
an estimate of H
1
≃ 23.52T. The unertainty in this
value of H
1
is estimated to be 0.03T, arising from the
experimental unertainty in measuring Hc. The value
of H
1
= 23.52 ± 0.03T thus obtained is then used to
estimate the ritial exponent ν.
The ritial exponent ν is estimated from tting eqn.2
(with g(h2) ≈ onst.) to the narrowest temperature
range near the QCP with a statistially signiant num-
ber of experimental datapoints. Figure 2b shows the vari-
ation in ν with the size of the temperature window that
is t to eqn. 2 (points on the phase boundary are t
from the lowest value of t = 0.16 to a highest value of
t = t
w
). As the ritial region near the QCP is ap-
proahed with narrowing window size, ν approahes the
theoretial mean eld value of
2
3
. In the lowest experi-
mentally aessible temperature window down to 0.61K,
we obtain a value of ν = 0.63 ± 0.03. Performing a sim-
ilar analysis for data points from the Monte Carlo sim-
ulation reveals the expeted inrease in ν to the theo-
retial mean eld value as the temperature window is
further redued below urrently aessible experimental
temperatures (gure 2b). The experimental estimate of
ν = 0.63 ± 0.03 based on measurements down to tem-
4perature t = 0.16 is onsistent with the theoretial mean
eld predition of ν = 2
3
to within experimental error.
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Figure 3: Points on the phase boundary determined from
magneti torque (solid irles), magnetoalori eet (open
irles) and heat apaity (solid square) measurements for
H
1
= 23.52 T, H
max
= 36.12 T, T
max
= 3.70 K and from
Monte Carlo simulation (rosses). The lines represent eqn. 2
with ν = 2
3
.
Figure 3 shows the omparison between the Monte
Carlo simulation and the experimental data for H
1
=
23.52T. The lines represent the power law (eqn. 2) with
ν = 2
3
. The Monte Carlo simulation and experimental
data are in good agreement in the lowest experimentally
aessible temperature window. We empirially observe
that the deviation from the power law at higher temper-
atures is less in the ase of the experimental data than
for the Monte Carlo simulation.
In summary, we performed magneti torque and mag-
netoalori eet experiments to map out the phase dia-
gram in the viinity of the QCP in the spin gap system
BaCuSi2O6. Points down to 0.61K are t to the power
law t = g(h2) × (1 − h2)ν (with g(h2) ≈ onst.) to give
a value ν = 0.63 ± 0.03. The estimate we obtain for ν
near the QCP is lose to the theoretial value ν = 2
3
,
whereas previous experimental measurements of ν in the
spin gap system TlCuCl3 have resulted in lower values
in the range 0.43 − 0.60 [3-7℄. The other known exper-
imental measurements of the BEC ritial exponent ν
have been on
4
He adsorbed in aerogel [10-12℄, whih is
a realisation of a dilute Bose gas, but is experimentally
limited by the presene of a random external potential.
BaCuSi2O6 is a unique U(1) symmetri spin gap mate-
rial that enables experimental aess to a QCP separating
a quantum paramagnet from a Bose-Einstein ondensate
[1℄. It provides a novel experimental realization of a BEC
in a grand anonial ensemble in the absene of an exter-
nal potential, with the region around the QCP aessible
by a tuneable external magneti eld.
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